wool, hemp, ramie and other plant fibres. Second, let us call "complex" those woven in binding structures other than the tabby such as twill, satin, gauze and compound weaves (elaborations follow in sections below), because these binding structures require looms more complex than the simplest loom for weaving tabby. Since the more complex looms would also permit the weaving of repeated motifs, that is, patterns, most complex textiles feature patterns whether monochrome or polychrome, small or large, geometric or curvilinear. Third, let us call textiles "fancy" all textiles that have been adorned with patterns, whether dyed, woven, or even handpicked through the simple tabby. Thus, a textile woven in tabby would become "fancy" when dyed with patterns, but a tabby degummed or dyed piecemeal in colour (no pattern) would still be "simple". Both extant textual and material evidence shows that most fancy textiles in Tang China were woven in silk. Thus, here, we are referring mostly to fancy silks. Complex silk weaves are fancy silks, but not all fancy silks are woven in complex structures.
The Chinese Cultural Framework for Considering Textiles as Money
Helen Wang's article in this special issue sets the scene for considering textiles as money and elucidates on the definitions of money and currency in general. To extend her discussion to a specifically Chinese cultural context, I will continue to refer to the eight criteria for money as defined by Paul Einzig in Primitive Money, even though the economic situation in Tang China was far from primitive: 2 (1) utility and criteria; (2) portability; (3) indestructability; (4) homogeneity; (5) divisibility; (6) stability of value; (7) cognizability; and (8) liquidity. But different cultural contexts shape the way different money objects emerge and are used, and it is important, as Einzig emphasises, to look at the context of "the people who used [money] and their economic conditions, social institutions and cultural background". existed and to what extent did they (textiles) fulfill the functions of money?" Von Glahn identifies the functions of money as being a means of exchange; a measure of value; a store of value; and a means of making state payments. If we compare these attributes with those traditionally defined by economists and bankers (see Helen Wang's article), we notice that the first three functions are similar in both but that Von Glahn has replaced "a standard of deferred payment" with his own "a means of making state payments". This is a very important differentiation between early Chinese monetary thinking and that prevailing in early Europe. Von Glahn makes the pertinent observation that while the ancient Greeks thought of money as originating from the requirements of exchange (known as Aristotle's catallactic theory of money), the ancient Chinese had a different concept of the origins of money. To quote von Glahn, "they linked the invention of money to the ruler's crucial responsibility for securing the livelihood of his subjects . . . as the sage-king". 5 Thus, to follow the early Chinese understanding of money, we should reorder von Glahn's defining attributes of money to reflect these different priorities, placing "store of value" and "means of state payment" above "means of exchange" and "measure of value".
Embedded in "store of value" and "means of state payment" is the notion of symbolic value. The symbolic aspect is of paramount importance when analysing the use of silks in imperial China. The emperor as the sage-king received silks as tribute and tax payment, and redistributed them among his supporters. Some would be simple silks, which, along with simple tabbies of hemp and ramie, and also grain, would be redistributed to members of his bureaucracy (including the military) as remuneration for services (see Arakawa's article in this issue), much in the way he provided food and clothing for the needs of his subjects. Once distributed, the textiles and grain could be used by the recipient or could be further redistributed or used in exchanges. Indeed, I would suggest that commoners probably felt textiles good enough to act as taxes guaranteed their use as money. But the emperor would also make special awards, say, as commendation for admirable behaviour -for example, a demonstration of loyalty -and these awards might be in the form of fancy silks, whether woven in complex weaves or dyed with patterns. In this way, redistributing simple textiles and fancy silks substantiated social relations between the emperor and his subjects, thereby ensuring social order.
Appreciating the Difference between Simple versus Complex Textiles and Fancy Silks
In our modern, global economy nearly every commodity has an explicit price or a monetary value. This universality of price allows for standardised comparison with other commodities, and encompasses time, labour and other costs. Most people do not need a price tag to recognise something as special, unique or unusual, and its rarity or specialised workmanship renders it valuable and desirable. Examples abound: one-of-a-kind art works, once-only performances, a medal, a certificate and so on. The same can be said about fancy textiles. Rarity can be inherent, as in the large, deep-blue Hope Diamond weighing 45.52 carats (9.10 g), now housed in the Smithsonian Natural History Museum in Washington, DC, or manufactured, as in today's high-speed and seasonal fashion industry. The human need for complex ornamentation of textiles is as true now as it has ever been. What is at the root of this need? Perhaps it is "the enchantment of technology and the technology of enchantment", an explanation proposed by the late Alfred Gell for the Trobrianders' motivation to carve their canoe boards so elaborately. 5 That is, in the highly hierarchically organised Confucian society, the ruler was the most important patriarch of his empire, responsible for the welfare of the people and, as such, and mandated by heaven, was morally obligated to provide for their basic needs. The emperor (state) did so by providing land for farmers to cultivate and in return collected taxes (rent) partially in kind and redistributed the taxed grain and textiles. This practice persists today, though sometimes in disguise. Civil servants (including university professors) are still paid in money and in kindfor example, subsidised housing -both in Taiwan and on the mainland. Even during the early Communist period, until the economic reforms in the late 1970s, state workers also received coupons for oil, grain and fuel for heating. It also explains the attitude of entitlement many Chinese working for the state espouse. On the other hand, advanced technology cannot always deliver satisfaction. The textile historian Rita Bolland has observed that although the young people in Bhutan have switched from local, traditional hand woven textiles to imported, modern machine-woven textiles for their sartorial needs, the traditional weaving culture there is still active. The reason is that people continue to appreciate the hand woven textiles; they command a higher price and enhance the wearer's status more than the imported machine-woven kinds. Bolland explains why: "Many people still know the amount of work involved in the different patterns and so are able to judge the value".
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It seems reasonable to anticipate that the more complex the early Chinese hand woven textiles were -that is, those requiring more skilled labour and involving more complex techniques -the higher the price they would fetch. Each piece of fancy silk woven and embellished with unique motifs had its own unique value. The fancy silks, being elaborate and intricate, not to mention rare, would also have had a higher prestige value. But the rarer and more prestigious the textiles were, the further removed they became from Einzig's eight criteria. They could not have functioned as a universal medium of exchange. Instances in which fancy silks changed hands were more likely to fall into two categories: symbolic exchange at a high social level, or in more isolated, one-off exchanges. By contrast, simpler textiles were more common, more consistent, more numerous and would appear more regularly in exchanges. In this way, they were much closer to matching Einzig's eight criteria.
How Does a Textile Historian Assess the Value of Historical Textiles?
The textile specialist's physical examination of historical textiles typically includes analysis of the fibres, the weave structure, and may also include embroidery and dyes. These findings can also inform how we consider the likelihood of certain textiles being used as money.
Fibres
Textiles fall into different categories depending on the raw materials used to make them. Animal fibres include wool, gleaned from sheep and other hairy animals (such as camels and alpaca), and silk from silkworms. Plant fibres can be culled from both domesticated and wild species of hemp, ramie, banana, cotton, creeper vine and so on.
8 Each source, animal or plant, involves a different process of production -from animal husbandry to sericulture and agriculture -first to obtain the fibre, then to convert the fibre into textile through spinning and/or silk-reeling and finally, weaving. Alternative techniques include knitting and felting. 8 Contrary to popular misconception, flax was not indigenous to China (but was to India) so that no linen was ever produced in early China. Hence, we translate ma as hemp and zhuma as ramie, and not as linen. 9 For a detailed and seminal discussion on spinning and silk-reeling, see D. Kuhn Nature determined the initial geographic spread of different fibres in antiquity. In the case of China, wool came from sheep that roamed the pastures to the north of the Yellow River and on the Silk Road stretching from China to Central Asia under the care of semi-nomadic peoples. Their sedentary counterparts, rarely, if ever, tried to convert agricultural land to pasture for the sake of obtaining wool; instead, they tried to adapt and grow species of new plants, usually acquired through trade.
10 A good example of this, although from a much later period, is the widespread planting of cotton in the lower Yangzi region in the thirteenth century. In the case of silk, it was usually the leaves of the mulberry tree, native to Central China (subtropical Asia), that the sedentary sericulturists fed to silkworms. But in certain places silkworms were fed with leaves from other trees, which resulted in silk of variant textures: for example, silkworms fed on oak produced a coarser silk.
Then, as now, the rarity of the fibre contributed to the value of the textile made from itthe rarer the fibre, the more valuable the textile. Dynastic records on tribute in the first millennium show many such entries: for example, woollens (he , he ) from Central Asia and cottons (baidie ) from South Asia. 11 However, their rarity, and thus irregular supply and likely instability of value, would render textiles made from rarer fibres less suitable as money.
Weave Structure
When textile specialists look at weave structure they are essentially determining how the warp and weft are bound together. The warp (jing ) is longitudinal, with the warp threads parallel to the selvedges of the finished textile. The weft (wei ) is latitudinal, with the weft threads parallel to the warp-and cloth-beam at the ends of a loom. The warp and weft can be bound in many different ways, ranging from a very simple weave to a much more complex weave structure. The weaver manipulates the warp threads by preparing them in groups threaded through shafts. When the shaft is raised, it lifts those threads above the rest of the warp threads, and creates a space, known as the shed, through which the weft threads (known as the picks) can pass. Tabby is the simplest weave and can be woven on any loom. The naked eye sees the threads crossing over one thread, under the next, and continuing over-under-over-under. To produce a plain tabby, a weaver simply raises one shaft (threaded with alternate warp threads) in one shed opening and passes the weft thread through. To produce a patterned tabby, the weaver makes selective use of warps and wefts of different colours or textures.
Twill is recognisable by the appearance of diagonals, which look like "V"s and inverted "V"s, on the finished textile. To produce twill, the weaver needs a loom equipped with at least three shafts (four would be more common). The diagonal patterns are created by raising three sets of warp threads at a time, and passing the weft pick through the sheds. It is the structure of twill that gives it the distinctive diagonal pattern. The pattern can be subtle and overlooked; for example, the denim used to make blue jeans is a twill.
Satin is recognisable by its smooth, glossy surface. This is created by the long warp floats on the textile's surface. To produce satin, the weaver needs a loom with at least five or six shafts. These are raised in a sequence that gives maximum exposure to the warp threads in the finished textile. A silk satin is prized for its sheen, created entirely through the weave structure. If patterns are desired, they are usually embroidered afterwards.
Tabby, twill and satin are weaves that involve one set of warp threads and one set of weft picks. Only tabby can be woven on a simple loom, whereas twill and satin require more complex looms and are here considered as complex textiles. To create even more complicated weave structures, the weaver increases the number of sets of warp and weft. These structures are known as compound weaves (chong jing or chong wei ). Increasing the number of sets of warp and weft allows more scope in terms of structural binding and patterning but requires even more complex loom technology than that required for weaving twill and satin. In compound weaves the patterns can be repeated across the warp, or across the weft or across both. If the warp and weft cross each other, twisting as they interlace (i.e., not lying flat one on top of the other, as in the simple weaves), they form the structure of gauze (luo ). For the warps to interlace, a different loom is necessary, called the gauze loom. 14 Patterns can be woven into gauzes and other compound weaves.
All these complex structures can be woven using silk, with greater or lesser ease at various densities. Textile specialists measure textile density by counting, per square centimetre, the number of warp threads (the number dressed on the loom prior to weaving) and the number of weft picks (the number of times a single weft passes through the warp threads).
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Through fibre analysis the textile specialist can determine the original materials from which a textile is made. By examining textile density the specialist can determine the true quality of the production. The density reflects the quantity of original fibre used, the equipment with which it was made and the manual dexterity and expertise required to design and produce it. Close investigation of the dyes can reveal their sources, and also reflect patterns of production: for example, excavated fragments of textiles and documents show that whereas silk tabbies were often dyed with patterns of several colours, more complex silk twills were usually monochrome, having been piece-dyed in one colour.
The textile specialist has a very high level of expertise and knowledge. However, the non-specialist can also appreciate the difference between simple weaves (unadorned tabbies), complex weaves and fancy textiles. They can see the patterns in the weaving, which range from simple, linear and geometric designs to more complex and curvilinear motifs. They can appreciate that production of both dyed and woven motifs, repeated as patterns, is labourintensive and requires more expertise and more sophisticated technology, the woven more costly than the dyed motifs. They know that these factors increase the cost of production, and that this enhances their desirability as luxury goods, or indicators of prestige and status.
A Closer Look at Tabby
Of all the weave structures, tabby is the simplest. It can be woven with any fibres on any loom. Han dynasty (and probably earlier) Chinese textile terminology for tabby varied according to the fibres in the textiles. Tabby woven in hemp was called bu . Tabby woven with other plant fibres (including bast, or pounded tree bark) was called after the plant fibre, with the bu tacitly understood. For example, ma (hemp) understood as hempen cloth, zhu (ramie) as ramie cloth and ge (creeper vine) as cloth woven of creeper vine are all found in the The Book of Rites (Liji ), compiled in early Han times.
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For tabby woven in silk fibre, a different word was used. In the early Han, plain silks woven in tabby were broadly called bo . 17 In the Tang dynasty, at least from 624 CE when new taxation rules were promulgated, tabby woven in silk was more frequently, and more specifically, called juan .
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Silk tabby could be ornamented by other processes such as painting, embroidery and dyeing. Once further embellished, these textiles would be referred to by their distinguishing features. For example, a painted silk would be known by the title or content of the painting; and the same was true for embroidered silk.
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There was another level of terminology which distinguished between dyed and undyed textiles. The terms bo or juan were not used for silks that had been dyed; instead, dyed textiles were given special names which reflected their colour or pattern. Similarly, some silks that had been specially treated (for example, degummed prior to dyeing) also had special names: for example, juan-silk that had been degummed was known as lian . These terms will be discussed later in the article. 16 
The Use of Silk and Hemp Tabby as Money
Silk (bo ) and hemp cloth (bu ) woven in tabby were used in payments long before the Han dynasty. Indeed, the state recognised and accepted them as tax payments (fu ) during the Warring States period (475-221 bce). Excavated documents recording the laws of the Qin state show that by the mid-third century bce, hemp cloth for tax payment was being produced to a standard measurement of 8 feet in length by 2 feet 5 inches in width (about 180 cm × 54 cm), which was equivalent in value to 11 banliang coins. 20 This confirms that hemp cloth was used in payment, and was a medium of exchange that was regulated by the state, which standardised its dimensions and determined its value.
These dimensions deserve some discussion. The width of the silk and hemp cloth corresponded roughly to the span between a weaver's two hands, slightly stretched beyond the width of the weaver's two shoulders, when the weaver sat at a slanted treadle loom. A loom with a slanted warp frame already existed during the Warring States period and probably even earlier. 21 Because the width of the handloom did not vary much, the width of the tax textiles stayed close to the pre-Han standard of 2 feet 5 inches.
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The pre-Han tax obligation of 8 feet (approx. 1.8 m) amounted to one-fifth of a bolt (pi ), the length of which was specified as 40 feet (approx. 9 m). 23 Based on archaeological evidence, a simple jacket with long sleeves and a pair of long trousers -what the majority wore -would require roughly 5 m of fabric of average width (between 55 cm and 63 cm), about 2.5 m each for the jacket and the trousers for a person of average size and height. 24 Thus, the taxed amount of 1.8 m did not even suffice to make either a jacket or a pair of trousers.
In the later Han period, one bolt became the required length for tax payments, with the standard size of a bolt of hemp cloth increased to 4 decafeet by 2 feet 2 inches (about 972 cm × 55 cm). 25 This new, larger amount permitted the cutting of almost two sets of 20 Banliang coins were first issued by the Qin state during the Warring States period; they were round coins, cast in bronze with a square hole in the middle and the inscription banliang, which translates as 'half a [Chinese] ounce'. One pre-Han foot measured about 22.5 cm (Ogawa Tamaki  et Nine slabs were found in the modern provinces of Shandong, Jiangsu, and Sichuan. On each slab, the mother is represented as turning away from the loom to lecture a kneeling man. In the one found in Honglou of Tongshan county in Jiangsu , the mother is shown seated with her feet placed on the two treadles (Chen Weiji , Zhongguo fangzhi kexue jishushi, pp. 198-199, fig. III -5-1-1). 22 Regardless of whether the loom were slanted or horizontal, its width was nearly always the same because it had to be just wide enough for a weaver to easily pass the shuttle with one hand from the right across the loom width and take it out with the left hand from the other side. This resulted in the varying widths of the simple silks and cloths, from 55 cm to 63 cm. However, the length of the warp threads stretched over the horizontal loom could be as long as the horizontal loom was supported and thus, much shorter or usually longer than the length of the warps stretched over the slanted warp frame on a slanted loom. 23 jacket and trousers! The Northern Wei dynasty (386-536) also required tax payments in cloth of these dimensions.
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The Tang Code, after much editing and revision, was finally promulgated throughout the empire in 737.
27 Its rules for the zuyongdiao tax system stipulated that every year each able-bodied male adult (ding ), representing his family, was to pay 2 piculs of grain as zu tax and to perform 20 work days of corvée labour as yong tax, both of which could be replaced by and paid for in textiles. Diao was the tax in kind, payable in local produce. In silk-producing areas the diao tax was 2 decafeet of silk (approx. 62.2 cm), payable in ling-twill, juan-silk or shi-silk and 3 ounces of mian-silk floss. In areas that did not produce silk, the diao tax was 2 decafeet 5 feet of hemp cloth (77.7 cm) plus 3 pounds of raw hemp fibre. 28 The Tang Code stipulated that the full size of a standard piece of plain silk used in tax payments should be 4 decafeet (zhang) in length (about 12 m × 54 cm), and that it should be called a pi . 29 This distinguished it from the duan , which was the standard length of hemp cloth and measured 6 zhang (18.7 m). 30 In fact, these rules were not strictly followed. As the law did not specify textile density, tax payers could cheat by weaving sparsely. To detect cheating, officials weighed the tax-textiles. Even this did not work thoroughly, as records of the Tang and Song dynasties show that tax payers resorted to coating textiles with powder or including small pebbles when they wrapped them up, in order to increase the weight. 31 The fourfold increase in the quantity of tax-textiles from one quarter of a bolt in Han times to a whole bolt of plain silk in the Tang also reflects the increased use of plain silk as a medium of exchange as required and authorized by the state, and therefore also as a store of wealth, in payments and as a measure of value. The state needed the tax textiles as it continued to pay bureaucrats and soldiers in kind with grain and textiles. In addition to the practical aspects of this system, the payments in grain and textiles can also be seen as a symbolic demonstration of the Chinese sage-king's ability to take care of his subjects by feeding and clothing them. 32 Everyday life in the Han dynasty had involved extensive use of metal money, usually in the form of cast bronze coins, or gold. After the collapse of the Han dynasty, production, circulation and management of coinage was more problematic and for about five hundred 26 years, from 220-750 ce, textiles and grain proved to be more reliable forms of money, not least because they maintained a greater stability of value than coins. 33 Detailed analyses of texts show precisely how widespread the use of textiles was during those five hundred years. 34 They also throw light on changes in textile terminology. While the word bu for hemp cloth continues to appear in the texts, by the Tang dynasty the word bo , used for silk tabby in Han dynasty texts, had been replaced by the word juan . The change in terminology appears to reflect a closer attention to the specifications of the textiles. Bo was a generic term for a range of plain weave silk textiles that included variations of tabby, such as chou (a heavier and wavier silk due to the texture of the warp and weft) and jian (a thicker silk due to the doubling of the warp and weft in the structure). The specific and consistent references to juan suggest the emergence and use of a firmly identifiable type of silk that could be used in regular payments.
The use of textiles as money alongside coins varied according to region during the 500-year period. In northern China, juan-silk was used more frequently than coins and hemp cloth. In southern China, coins and hemp cloth were more important than juan-silk as a medium of exchange, but juan-silk was more valuable there because it was rarer.
35 The silk's higher value in the south made it less convenient as a medium of exchange than hemp cloth.
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Detailed analyses of tax records (fu ), tribute (gong ) and contracts (qiyue ) provide precise exchange values for both hemp and silk textiles during the 500-year period. The regulations of the Tang zuyongdiao taxation system show explicitly that hemp was less valuable than silk because the state required taxpayers to pay one-fifth more hemp than silk. The rate of commutation of labour at 3 feet (93.3 cm) of juan-silk for 20 days of corvée duty shows that the value of labour was reckoned at 4.6 cm of juan-silk per work day. Although these values may have varied over time and place, the textual record confirms that it was the regular hemp and silk textiles woven in the simple tabby structure that served as money.
A Closer Look at the More Complex Weaves
If the textiles that served as money were woven in tabby, how should we consider the textiles that were not woven in tabby? The structures of twill and satin weaves have been discussed above, and are fairly straightforward to understand. But just as textile nomenclature in English may elude all but serious weavers, so too with the Chinese terms. References to textiles in 33 Chinese texts are often confusing.
37 Then, as now, when looking at a piece of fabric, most people would notice first if it is in a single colour or multi-coloured, if patterned or not, and then possibly some details of a pattern. 38 Unless we have an excavated historical textile marked with its name, it is impossible to discern the true nature of the silk textiles named in texts as jin-brocade (this term is used for all polychrome patterned silks), ling-twills and luo-gauzes. 39 Then, as now, most people would regard these complex weaves generically as fancy silks.
Of these three terms, it is jin-brocade that occurs most frequently in extant sources. The term refers to compound weaves that can be differentiated as either warp-faced (jing jin ) or weft-faced (wei jin ). If the weaver used one or more extra sets of warp threads, then warp-faced brocade was woven. If the weaver used an extra set of weft threads, then the result was weft-faced brocade (wei jin ). Often, more than two sets of warp (or weft) in different colours were used. None but a weaver (and a seasoned textile curator) would necessarily know the difference.
The technology for the warp-faced compound brocade was developed in the pre-Qin period (before 221 bce). Textile historians have argued that the tensile strength of the naturally long silk fibre (reeled from the cocoon) meant that the long silk warps could withstand repeated manipulation and that this led to the development of patterning in the silk warp. The archaeological excavation in 1972 of the Number One Han Tomb at Mawangdui near Changsha in Hunan province yielded many fine examples of the warp-faced brocade, which can be dated to the time of death in 168 BCE of the deceased, Lady Dai , wife of the Marquis of Dai. In 1982 when the Number One Chu Tomb at Mashan near Jiangling in Hubei province (to the north of Changsha) was excavated, spectacular textile finds there pushed the date of the Chinese mastery of the warp-faced brocade back to ca. 340-278 BCE, which was the date of the tomb.
In contrast, weft-faced brocade was not produced in China until after Chinese weavers came into contact with the Sogdians in Turfan between 500 and 700 ce. 40 There are two varieties of weft-faced brocade: the weft-faced compound tabby (wei xianhua hanxinwei er chong pingwen or taqueté in French) and the weft-faced compound twill (wei xian hua hanxinwei er chong 1-2 xiewen , also known as 37 For an extensive discussion of the categories, see Zhao Feng Tangdai sichou yu sichou zhi lu [Silks of the Tang dynasty and the Silk Road] (Xi'an, 1992) and Wu Min , Zhi xiu.
[Weaving and embroidery] (Taibei, 1992). 38 Zhao Feng and Wang Le have also classified the textile specimens in this manner: first by fibre, and second within silk, by monochrome vs. polychrome, and third, within monochrome, by weave structure and then by pattern. This classification privileges the user of a textile but does not reflect the logical considerations from the viewpoint of a textile maker. 39 For simplicity, all jin , meaning polychrome patterned silk weaves, will be translated as brocaded silk, even though the term is not entirely accurate. To brocade is to embellish a textile with pattern while weaving and usually by means of extra or differently coloured weft shot through each shed and not handpicked. samitum). The latter is the more complex of the two. How and why weft-faced brocades came to be woven and by whom remain hotly contested issues among textile historians. Weft-faced twills (weimian xiewen ) were first woven in China at some time after the sixth century, and weft-faced compound twill could not have been woven before weavers had learned how to weave twill (xiewen ). Textile historians have argued that patterns in the weft or weft-faced textiles may have been developed by wool weavers. To produce twill, the weaver would need a loom with at least three, but more often four, shedding devices (heddles or shafts) to lift the single set of warp threads in three, or four, groups. Due to the shortness of wool fibres and due to their having been twisted into yarn for weaving, wool warp would not withstand as much manipulation for patterning as would silk warp. Accordingly, the patterns in wool would have been developed in the weft or weft-faced rather than in warp-faced woollens. The earliest twills were woven in short woollen fibres in the central and eastern highlands of Anatolia, though probably elsewhere independently as well. 41 In the 1990s the Sino-French archaeological team excavating the site of Djouboulak Koum, in the Keriya delta to the south-west of the Taklamakan Desert, found weft-faced wool fragments woven in twill. These show that the semi-nomads on the southern Silk Road were weaving twill at least around 1200 BCE and probably even earlier. 42 It is possible that the Han Chinese living in oases or outposts along the Silk Road learned to weave twill through contact with the semi-nomads, or that Han Chinese weavers in central China invented silk twill themselves.
There is some support for the argument for the independent invention of silk twill in China, insofar as at some time during the 400 years of the Han dynasty, Chinese weavers produced a silk in tabby patterned with twill, known as qi , as well as a silk tabby patterned with warp floats, known as Han qi . 43 These silks were woven with a tabby ground on a simple horizontal treadle loom, and the patterns in twill were handpicked by the weaver with the use of patterning rods (i.e. not mechanically controlled by shafts). These silks were precursors to the true twill weaves produced on looms with shafts which could mechanically raise the warps for the patterning.
Discussion about patterns in wefts, and weft-faced twill, is important, not least for the light it throws on ling-twills. It is generally agreed that the qi-silks of the Han dynasty (see above) came to be known as 'tabby with twill patterns' (pingwen ling ) after the Han dynasty and that this was different from true 'silk twill on twill ground' (xiewen ling ), a more complex weave which appeared later. 44 The differences are subtle and most likely eluded all but the weavers. (Princeton, 1991) 45 Without an actual example, it is impossible to know if it was a silk tabby patterned in twill (qi ) or a true twill in silk (ling ).
E. J. W. Barber, Prehistoric Textiles, the Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages, with Special Reference to the Aegean
Fortunately, there is one extant textile fragment inscribed with the word ling-twill. Measuring 22 cm × 7.4 cm, it is a monochrome silk, in faded buff, with a pattern of paired dragons inside a roundel, and was excavated in Astana Tomb 226, Turfan, in 1972.
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The inscription can be read as follows:
The first year of Jingyun reign period [710] , corvée obligation converted into equivalent tax payment of one bolt of xi ling [fine twill], Shuangling county (in modern Sichuan), eighth month, chief accountant Shi Yu).
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Although the official who recorded this textile called it ling-twill, the weave structure is a tabby with pattern in warp floats in the twill. A textile historian today would classify it as a Han qi (according to the Han dynasty terminology) or pingwen ling (according to Tang dynasty terminology). This example reflects the level of difficulty in classifying historical Chinese textiles and in understanding the textual references to textiles.
As the invention of shafts, used as shedding devices, on looms spread from imperial to private workshops, weaving technology became more widely spread. Textual references to ling-twills increased over time, and they are abundant in Tang poetry. Similarly, many varieties of ling-twills were itemised in Tang records of local tribute (gong ) in the 730s and 740s.
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These included, for example, silk twill with a pattern of squares (fangwen ling ) from Huazhou , and silk twill with four roundels and cloud pattern (sike yun ling ) from Caizhou , both of which were prefectures located in the heart of sericulture, Henan
. 49 For what these patterns might have looked liked, please see 72TAM170:25 and EO.3652. Although complex silk weaves were occasionally offered as local tribute, they were not used in tax payments. However, as ling-twills (both of tabby and twill ground) grew popular and supply increased during the Tang, edicts promulgated in 732 and 734 permitted patterns in the twill from the later true silk twills, both Wu and Zhao agree that the earlier qi of Han dynasty appellation was the same weave as the post-Han appellation of "tabby with twill patterns" (pingwen ling the use of silks in the form of ling-twill, luo-gauze and juan-silk, also hemp cloth and even raw silk and silk floss, as payment for estates, houses and horses. Indeed, any purchase with a value exceeding 1,000 coins had to be paid in kind.
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A logical technological development from ling-twill was satin (duan ), a simple binding weave based on a unit of five or more warp ends and a number of weft picks equal to (or a multiple of) the number of warp ends. The technical capability of weaving satin is apparent in the silk used to make a reliquary bag with a phoenix and butterfly pattern, dated to the tenth century that was recovered from the Sängim (Shengjinkou) Buddhist site near the Astana graveyard in Turfan. The weave structure of the silk was 5/1 twill in the ground (5 weft picks over warp ends and 1 weft pick under 1 warp end) with pattern in 1/5 weft (1 weft pick over 1 warp end and 5 weft picks under 5 warp ends), 51 which means that the loom on which it was woven could also have been used to produce satin weaves.
Complex weaves required more advanced looms than the average slanted or horizontal treadle looms used by peasant families for weaving tabby in hemp or silk. It is likely that only workshops operated by the state, or wealthy private patrons, would have had the necessary capital to invest in such advanced looms and the capacity to train weavers to operate them and produce complex silk weaves. The scale of production of complex silk weaves in the Tang dynasty is astonishing: for example, He Mingyuan of Dingzhou (today's Zhending in Hebei province) owned 500 looms for weaving ling-twill, operated by an estimated 1,600 weavers. This was over three times the size of the imperial silk manufactory in Sichuan in the Song dynasty which had 154 looms operated by 500 weavers.
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The figures above suggest that a large operation employed about three to four weavers per loom. How much could an individual weaver produce? Sources on this question are scarce. One Tang text reveals that a professional weaver could produce one and a half bolts (about 18 m) of juan-silk in two days, or about 9 m per day. 53 As one loom can only produce one textile at a time, at this rate He Mingyuan's looms running at full capacity could produce 4.5 km of juan-silk per day (500 × 9 m per day). These figures would need to be adapted for complex silk weaves, depending on the weave, the type of loom and the skills of the weaver(s). For example, weaving silk gauze (luo ) was particularly labour-intensive and time-consuming, possibly taking nine times as long to produce as juan-silk.
54
Although end-users and consumers are unlikely to have had much understanding of the production of the complex silk weaves, they would nonetheless appreciate that it required 50 53 Another text indicates that a skilled weaver could produce 9.75 bolts (pi) per month but a novice only 2.25 bolts -that is, nearly three times as much (117 m versus 32 m). For details of both entries, see Zhao Feng, Tangdai sichou yu sichou zhi lu, p. 19.
54 Lacking sources for the Tang period, let us consult a local gazetteer in the Song that provided information on how labour-intensive and time-consuming it was to weave luo silk gauze. It took a skilled artisan working in an imperial manufacture at Runzhou (today's Zhenjiang in Jiangsu) 12 days to weave one bolt of luo-silk (12 m). In other words, a skilled luo-weaver could only weave 1 m of silk gauze per day, one-ninth of what the skilled juan-weaver could produce in a day. Sheng, "Textile Use, Technology, and Change", p. 61. extra time and skill to create them. Complex silk weaves must have commanded much higher prices than plain silks, but, interestingly, prices of complex silks were rarely stated. If one bolt of this brocaded silk (possibly with stripes) measured 40 feet (about 12 m), then 54 feet of this fancy silk was the equivalent of about 1.35 bolts, and the price per bolt would have been about 1,630 coins. This was at least five times more expensive per bolt than the large-loom lian-degummed silk at 300 coins per bolt, which appears in the same record. However, for the most part we must rely on people's perception of the value of fancy silks relative to the value of other commodities. For example, in the Tang dynasty one bolt of a special, densely woven silk twill called basuo ling (literally 8 weft-shuttle ling) made by Mother Li , an elderly village lady of Yezhou (today's Anyang in Henan) was worth wu kuang mi or 5 baskets of rice. 56 But neither the size of the basket nor the variety of the rice is known. Some records appear to be more meaningful than they actually are; for example, the values in a record relating to 780 ce are given as one bolt of juan-silk worth 4,000 cash, and one dou of rice worth 200 cash, but these cannot be regarded as absolute unless we know the context in which those values are given. 57 Indeed, it is often the case in the dynastic histories that there is more evidence of prices in extreme situations: for example, following natural disaster or war. Without context, such comparisons can be misleading.
The lack of surviving price data for fancy silks (with dyed or woven patterns) in the Tang dynasty reflects several social conditions. First, fancy silks were used by the imperial elite and the wealthy, a miniscule fraction of the total population. Second, those who used fancy silks were more likely to have received them as imperial gifts than to have purchased them. Third, the court received fancy silks in tribute, and thus had the greatest access to them. Tribute provided the court with a continuous supply of all varieties for the emperor to bestow on his worthy subjects as awards and rewards. As mentioned above, numerous varieties of silk twills were presented as local tribute from prefectures in centres of silk production.
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The common people would have had far less access to fancy silks, and, as fancy silks were generally the property of the imperial elite and the wealthy, they would not necessarily know the current monetary value of fancy silks. But they would admire them for their aesthetic and symbolic or prestigious value. Indeed, the abundance of fancy silks that appear in Tang poetry and other writings alerts us to the literati fascination with the changing fashions and novelty of new designs that were so popular in cosmopolitan Tang China. 59 But changing fashions and novelty tend to impact on prices in an extreme way, and the market value of fancy silks is likely to have fluctuated. In short, fancy silks might be desirable, but they did not represent cognizability or stability of value.
Furthermore, the ratio of values between fancy silks and simple silks varied over time and space. Analysing a tenth-century contract from Dunhuang (Otani 3060), Eric Trombert discerned that one bolt of ling-twill (of complex weave structure) in Dunhuang was valued three to four times higher than one bolt of juan-silk. His analysis of another text from Dunhuang (Pelliot 2680) shows that in 936 the value of ling-twill increased to seven times that of juan-silk, reaching the same value as white patterned luo-gauze (bai hua luo ) (also of complex weave structure). 60 Valued even more highly than the luo-gauzes was red brocaded silk (hong jin ). It is possible, with their place of manufacture being central China, that the cost of transportation augmented their value in Dunhuang. 61 Nonetheless, Trombert's analysis provides a possible scale for comparison of the values of juan-silk to lingtwill to luo-gauze to jin-brocades as roughly: 1 to 3 (or 4) to 7 to 9. This set of ratios tallies with both the increasing technical complexity and increasing amount of silk yarn needed for each weave, ranging from the simple juan-silk to the most complicated jin-brocade of compound warps and/or wefts (requiring more silk).
Luo-gauzes were complex weaves, and were usually woven in state workshops in key centres of silk production: Zhenzhou in Hebei , Chengdu in Sichuan , and Runzhou and Yuezhou in Jiangnan . 62 Some locations were renowned for producing particular patterns in the weave; for example, Zhenzhou was known for its luo-gauzes woven with "peacock" (kongque ), "pumpkin seed" (guazi ) and "spring" (chun ) patterns. 63 We can imagine these designs, but we cannot be sure of them until actual examples are found. "Spring" pattern might suggest the use of the character for spring. "Pumpkin seed" pattern might be imagined as small rhomboids regularly repeated all over the silk gauze. "Peacock" pattern might refer to a full bird or to the "eye" in the peacock's tail. A peacock pattern was also known in ling-twill: it is recorded in one document (P.2680), and a peacock pattern (showing the full bird) woven in ling-twill survives in a small Tang dynasty fragment found at Dunhuang (MAS.889; see Glossary no. C.21), 64 but this exact pattern would have been too intricate to weave on the luo-gauze looms that were used in the Tang dynasty. 65 All the Tang dynasty complex silk weaves discussed above were measured in bolts by length (4 decafeet) and by width (2 feet 2.5 inches), roughly about 12 m × 50-55 cm. They were woven on horizontal looms in central China, where the length of a textile could be as long as the warp and the loom could bear. However, clothing and tomb inventories unearthed from the tombs at Astana reveal that in the seventh century complex brocaded silks (jin ) woven locally were not measured by the bolt but by the sheet (zhang ), which was 9.5 feet long by 4-4.5 feet wide (275 × 116-130.5 cm).
Clearly, these dimensions reflect that the local weavers did not use the same horizontal looms as weavers in central China. Rather, weavers in Turfan adapted the vertical loom (liji ) used locally for weaving cotton cloth 66 and woollen carpets to weave brocaded silks. The recorded names of these brocaded silks, such as "Persian" brocaded silk (Bosi jin ) and "tree-leaf" brocaded silk (shuye jin ) confirm the Central 
A Closer Look at Dyed Textiles
Dyed textiles were also popular in the Tang dynasty. Non-weavers can see with their own eye whether a textile is dyed in a single colour or has a multicoloured pattern. They can also tell the difference between silks that have been treated in preparation for dyeing and those that have not. The preparation process is called degumming, and involves removing the sericin (a protein) from the silk fibre so that the dye pigment can penetrate the fibre. 68 The degumming process is described in detail in the Record of Surveying Crafts (Kaogongji ) that circulated in the Western Han dynasty (206 bce-8 ce). 69 Essentially, it involved soaking raw silk in alkaline water (alkaline plant ashes, hui , were added as necessary). Knowledge of the degumming process then spread beyond the state workshops. In Important Arts for the People's Welfare (Qimin yaoshu ) published around 533-544, Jia Sixie gave detailed instructions for whitening raw silks and clothing made of raw silk. Readers were instructed to soak them in water and stir them several times a day for at least six or seven days; when the water started to stink, the silk and silk clothing could be taken out; all would be whitened. 70 Contact with traders from South Asia via the Silk Road led to the rapid development of dyes and dyeing techniques in China from the third century onwards. For example, Trombert traces the spread of safflower (honglanhua , Carthamus tinctorius L.) from Central Asia to China.
71 Jia Sijie also gave instructions for growing plants used as dyes: these included safflower, indigo (lan , Indigofera tinctoria L.) and a 'purple plant' (zicao , Lithospermum erythrorhizon Sieb. Et Zucc.) to obtain the dye colours of red, blue and purple. 72 By the mid-Tang, professional dye shops had emerged. The dyeing process could take place before or after the weaving. It was more usual to dye after weaving. When the dyeing came first, it involved dyeing the warp and weft threads before dressing the loom. With colourful threads it was possible to weave remarkable patterns even in tabby. For example, if an equal number of alternating red and white warp threads were dressed on the loom, and only white threads were used as the weft, then the resultant simple weave would be patterned with red and white stripes.
Archaeological evidence suggests that stripes were particularly popular for women's clothing in the Tang. Some female figurines were painted wearing long gowns with the skirt below the empire waist shown with stripes: stripes of alternating blue and brown on the gown of a female equestrian, and stripes of alternating red, yellow and brown on the gown of a standing female dancer. 73 Some striped silks have also been found, though the stripes were created in weaves more complex than tabby. Two striped fragments of jin-brocade were excavated in Astana Tomb 108 in 1968: one shows alternating green and reddish brown stripes; the other shows alternating buff and reddish brown stripes. They were found with the hemp fragment with a handwritten inscription in ink giving the zuyongdiao tax conversion, dated 721.
There were other simple techniques for creating horizontal bands, checks, even plaids. For example, if all the warps were white, but there were equal passages of alternating red and white weft threads, the resultant plain weave would be patterned with white and red bands. But if the loom was dressed with alternating red and white warp threads, and alternating red and white weft picks were passed through, this would produce a plain weave with checks of white, red and pink squares. Surviving examples include a wool fragment with blue, buff and bluish-buff checks, dating between 200 and 500 CE, that was found in Khotan in 1959; 75 and a rare silk plaid of red, yellow and green, in a more complex pattern than the checks, that was sewn on a purple silk jacket, belonging to a female head of a household named Sungounü , who died in 377 and whose tomb at Bijiatan of the Huahai area in Gansu province was unearthed in 2002.
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Intricate patterns could also be woven in tabby if the warps were dyed with preconceived patterns prior to being stretched on the loom. This is the technique used to produce ikat and, when the weft threads are also dyed with a preconceived pattern, double ikat. Records of local tribute in the early eighth century show that "mixed herbs" silks (zayao ) were offered as tribute from Runzhou (in Jiangnan circuit) along with patterned silk twills (wen ling ). 77 The "mixed herbs" probably referred to the plants from which the dyes were obtained, and maybe mixed to obtain different colors. We can guess that the "mixed herbs" silks might resemble today's silk ikats, still woven in tabby with colourful warps in Khotan and further west in Uzbekistan. Complex weaves could also be woven in ikat: for example, a silk fragment of complex weave that was woven with warp threads lined up in gradations of colours to form subtle stripes, was unearthed from Astana Tomb 105 in 1968.
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However, most dyeing took place after the textiles were woven. Surviving textiles indicate that both simple silks and complex silk twills were dyed in one colour. Examples abound: the silk twill on tabby ground with the character gui (noble or expensive) dyed in purple, dated to the Sui dynasty; and the silk twill on tabby ground with confronting dragons within a pearl roundel dyed in yellow, the silk twill on twill ground with stylized flora, and the silk gauzes dyed in pink and green, all from the Tang dynasty, and unearthed from tombs at Astana. 79 There are also many examples from Astana that show the use of tie-dyeing (jiaoxie ) and block-printing (jiaxie ). The evidence indicates that these techniques were used on simple silks and silk twills: for example, a silk twill on tabby (qi) was tie-dyed to produce a pattern of light-coloured flowers on brown ground; the light-coloured part was tied to resist the brown dye. 80 Patterns of small stylized flora, large floral roundels and flying birds were block-printed on juan-silk and luo-gauze, and riders on horseback chasing rabbits were block-printed on very fine sparsely woven silk (sha ). 81 How much did dyed textiles cost? Like the complex silk weaves, there was a vast range of dyed textiles, and prices are difficult to determine. Ikeda On has assembled and analysed a rare set of fragments belonging to an administrative record dated 743, which gives the prices of juan-silk, lian-degummed silk and dyed silks in Turfan. 82 The record gives three sets of prices for each category (superior, middle, inferior), and shows that man-silk dyed purple and pink commanded higher prices (respectively, 560 and 500 cash per bolt of the superior grade) than undyed raw juan-silk (480 cash per bolt of the superior grade). The dyed silks commanded prices higher than the inferior grade of undyed silk, and did not exceed the prices of the highest grade of plain shi-silk from Shaanzhou and the same from Henan prefecture (respectively, 630 cash and 650 cash per bolt).
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The same record also reveals that simple silks and fancy silks were used in different ways. Simple silks, even when dyed piecemeal, that is, without patterns, like the ones cited above, were priced by the bolt, implying that they were bought and sold by the bolt for making clothes. In contrast, fancy silks -purple and pink silk twills, and silk twills with mixed greens -were priced by the foot. The simple and fancy silks were also sold separately. The Association of Simple Silks (bolian hang ) sold degummed silks of superior grade at 170 cash per bolt, the above-cited purple-dyed simple silk (manzi ) of superior grade at 560 cash per bolt, and pink-dyed simple silk (manfei ) at 500 cash per bolt. The Association of Colourful Silks (caibo hang ) sold silk twills, which were a more complex weave: "cooked" purple silk twills (zi shu mian ling ) of inferior grade at 61 cash per foot (or 2,440 cash per bolt), and "cooked" pink silk twills (fei shu mian ling ) of inferior grade at 55 cash per foot (or 2,200 cash per bolt). 84 Rather than making a whole garment out of an expensive fancy silk, people could easily cut large pieces into smaller bits and recycle remnants for trimming. This practice, popular among non-Chinese travellers along the Silk Road, can be traced to the much earlier nomadic practice of trimming garments with fur. 85 Such astute use of fancy silks would account for the purchases in small, irregular amounts, measured by the foot.
Just as prices for complex weaves in silk are rarely noted in extant texts, there is a similar lack of prices for silks dyed with patterns. The reasons are similar for both: they were special pieces that were out of the realm of more ordinary textiles. They were also too variable for them to have a regular and stable value and thus they could not have served as money.
Conclusion
In early China, both the state and the people used hemp cloth and simple silks in payments. They were simple weaves, produced in dimensions specified by the state and were in common use. The value of these textiles, as determined by the state, was clear to all, and thus they fulfilled the functions of money as defined by Richard von Glahn: they were a means of exchange; a measure of value; a store of value; and a means of making state payments. They also had a symbolic value: by collecting hemp cloth and simple silks as tax payment and redistributing them as salary and remuneration to the imperial bureaucracy, the work force and the army, the emperor could be seen as the sage-king, providing for his subjects. This was also true in the Tang dynasty.
Increased contacts with semi-nomadic and Central and South Asian traders and craftsmen along the Silk Road and advances in technology during the Tang dynasty gave rise to an unprecedented variety of textiles. Complex silk weaves, such as luo-gauzes and warp-faced polychrome brocaded silks were produced in state workshops and were collected in as tribute, providing the emperor with prestigious fancy silks to bestow upon the elite and for use in state payments. The production and circulation of fancy silks permitted the emperor to demonstrate his power and shape people's desire for rare and fashionable things, thus reinforcing the social hierarchy that he headed. As such, the value of fancy silks was more abstract than concrete, more symbolic than monetary. If we test them against van Glahn's criteria for money, they were certainly used in state payments. They were probably a means of exchange but only among the elite and for special purposes, and certainly not a means of exchange on a regular basis among ordinary people. Their rarity, variety and usage made it difficult to determine their value. As prestigious, high-quality items, they could be a store of value, but that value was difficult to gauge, and was subject to fluctuation. How do the fancy silks match up to Einzig's eight criteria of money? As I have shown in this article, the complex silk weaves of the Tang dynasty may have been beautiful, valuable and desirable, but they did not rate highly in terms of utility, portability, indestructability, homogeneity, divisibility, stability of value, cognisability or liquidity.
The values of the simple, complex, and fancy textiles of the Tang dynasty must be seen in the contexts in which they were produced and used. The plain weave textiles (tabbies in silk and plant fibres) were produced and used more widely and in greater quantity than the complex silk weaves and fancy silks with dyed and woven patterns. It was the plainness, universality and regularity of the simple tabbies, combined with the state authority that enabled them to function as money. The complex and fancy textiles were intended to be special, and to be used in particular ways. After the mid-eighth century, however, enough silk twills were produced that they were increasingly used in payments in the oases. Although there was state authority behind them, the complex and fancy textiles could never have functioned as money in the same way as the simple tabbies.
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